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Abstract
Deep neural network compression techniques such as
pruning and weight tensor decomposition usually require
ﬁne-tuning to recover the prediction accuracy when the
compression ratio is high. However, conventional ﬁnetuning suffers from the requirement of a large training set
and the time-consuming training procedure. This paper
proposes a novel solution for knowledge distillation from
label-free few samples to realize both data efﬁciency and
training/processing efﬁciency. We treat the original network
as “teacher-net” and the compressed network as “studentnet”. A 1×1 convolution layer is added at the end of each
layer block of the student-net, and we ﬁt the block-level outputs of the student-net to the teacher-net by estimating the
parameters of the added layers. We prove that the added
layer can be merged without adding extra parameters and
computation cost during inference. Experiments on multiple datasets and network architectures verify the method’s
effectiveness on student-nets obtained by various network
pruning and weight decomposition methods. Our method
can recover student-net’s accuracy to the same level as conventional ﬁne-tuning methods in minutes while using only
1% label-free data of the full training data.

1. Introduction
Deep neural networks have demonstrated extraordinary
success in a variety of ﬁelds such as computer vision
[21, 13], speech recognition [14], and natural language processing [28]. However, their resource-hungry nature greatly
hinders their wide deployment in some resource-limited
scenarios. To address this limitation, many works have been
done to accelerate and/or compress neural networks, among
which network pruning [11, 23] and network weight decomposition [7, 18] are particularly popular due to their competitive performance and compatibility.
Network pruning [23, 25] and weight decomposition
[37, 19] methods can produce extremely compressed net∗ This work was done when Tianhong Li was intern at Intel Labs under
supervised by Jianguo Li.

works, but they usually suffer from signiﬁcant accuracy
drops so that ﬁne-tuning is required for possible accuracy
recovery. However, current ﬁne-tuning practices are not
only time-consuming but also require a fully annotated
large-scale training set, which may be infeasible in practice
due to privacy or conﬁdential issues. This is very common
when software or hardware vendors help their customer optimizing deep learning solutions. As a result, when the compression ratio is high, current methods may not recover the
dropped accuracy if there are very few training examples
(labeled or even unlabeled) for deployment.
To solve this problem, one may ask if it is possible
to utilize the knowledge from the original large network
to the compressed compact network, since the latter has
a similar block-level structure as the former, and already
inherits some of the feature representation power from it.
A natural solution is to use knowledge distillation (KD)
[4, 1, 15], a method for transferring the knowledge from
a large “teacher” model to a compact yet efﬁcient “student”
model by matching certain statistics between them. Further
research introduced various kinds of matching mechanisms
[31, 33, 17, 24]. The distillation procedure typically designs
a loss function based on the matching mechanisms and optimizes the loss during a full training process. As a result,
these methods still require time-consuming training procedure along with fully annotated large-scale training dataset,
thus fail to meet our goal of training/processing efﬁciency
and high sample-efﬁciency.
This paper addresses this issue with a simple and
novel method, namely few-sample knowledge distillation
(FSKD), for efﬁcient network compression, where “efﬁcient” here means both training/processing efﬁciency and
label-free data-sample efﬁciency. As shown in Figure 1,
FSKD contains three steps: compressing teacher-net to obtain student-net, aligning student-teacher with the added
layers in student-net, and merging the added layers. We
ﬁrst obtain the student-net by pruning or decomposing the
teacher-net using existing methods. In this stage, we ensure that both teacher-net and student-net have the same
feature map sizes at each corresponding layer block. Second, we add a 1×1 conv-layer at the end of each block of
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Figure 1: Three-step of few-sample knowledge distillation. (1) obtain student-net by compressing teacher-net; (2) add an 1×1 conv-layer
at the end of each block of student-net, and align teacher and student by estimating the 1×1 conv-layer’s parameter using least-squared
regression; (3) Merge the added 1× 1 conv-layer into the previous conv-layer to obtain ﬁnal student-net.

the student-net. We then forward the few unlabeled data to
both the teacher-net and student-net, and align the blocklevel outputs of the student with the teacher by estimating
the parameters of the added layer, using least square regressions. Because there are very few parameters to estimate
in the added conv-layers, we could obtain a good estimation with a very small amount of label-free samples. The
aligned student-net has the same number of parameters and
computation cost as the original one since we prove that
the added 1×1 convolution can be merged into the previous
convolution layer.
FSKD has many potential usages, especially when full
ﬁne-tuning or re-training is infeasible in practice, or the
data at hand is only very limited. We name a few concrete
cases below. First, edge devices have limited computing
resources, while FSKD offers the possibility of on-device
learning to compress deep models. Second, FSKD may help
cloud services obtain a compact model when only a few unlabeled data is uploaded by the customer due to privacy or
conﬁdential issues. Third, FSKD enables fast model convergence if there is a strict time budget for training/ﬁne-tuning.
The strong practice requests have been addressed by several
recent workshops 1 .
Our major contributions can be summarized as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the ﬁrst to show
that accuracy recovery from a compressed network can
be done with few unlabeled samples within minutes
using knowledge distillation on desktop PC.
• Extensive experiments show that the proposed FSKD
method is widely applicable to deep neural networks
compressed by different pruning or decompositionbased methods.
• We demonstrate signiﬁcant accuracy improvement
from FSKD over existing distillation techniques, as
1 http://sites.google.com/view/icml2019-on-device-compact-dnn

well as compression-ratio and speedup gain over traditional pruning/decomposition-based methods on various datasets and network architectures.

2. Related Work
Network Pruning methods obtain a small network by
pruning weights from a trained larger network, which can
keep the accuracy of the larger model if the prune ratio is
set properly. [12] proposes to prune the individual weights
that are near zero. Recently, ﬁlter pruning has become increasingly popular thanks to its better compatibility with
off-the-shelf computing libraries, compared with weights
pruning. Different criteria have been proposed to select the
ﬁlters to be pruned, including norm of weights [23], scales
of multiplicative coefﬁcients [25], statistics of next layer
[27], etc. These pruning based methods usually require
iterative loop between pruning and ﬁne-tuning for achieving better pruning ratio and speedup. Meanwhile, Network
Decomposition methods try to factorize parameter-heavy
layers into multiple lightweight ones. For instance, it may
adopt low-rank decomposition to fully-connection layers
[7], and different kinds of weight decomposition to convlayers [18, 19, 37]. However, aggressive network pruning
or network decomposition usually lead to large accuracy
drops, thus ﬁne-tuning is a must to alleviate those drops
[23, 25].
Knowledge Distillation (KD) transfers knowledge from
a pre-trained large teacher-net (or even an ensemble of networks) to a small student-net, for facilitating the deployment at test time. Originally, this is done by regressing the
softmax output of the teacher model [15]. The soft continuous regression loss used here provides richer information than the label based loss, so that the distilled model
can be more accurate than training on labeled data with
cross-entropy loss. Later, various works have extended this
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approach by matching other statistics, including intermediate feature responses [31, 6], gradient [33], distribution
[17], Gram matrix [36], etc. More complicatedly, deep mutual learning [38] trains a cohort of student-nets and teaches
each other collaboratively with model distillation throughout the training process. The student-nets in KD are usually designed with random weight initialization, and thus
all these methods require a large amount of data (known as
the “transfer set”) to transfer the knowledge.
As a result, it is of great interest to start the studentnets with extremely pruned or decomposed networks and
explore a KD solution under the few-sample setting. The
proposed FSKD has a quite different philosophy on aligning
intermediate responses to the closest knowledge distillation
method FitNet [31]. FitNet re-trains the whole student-net
with intermediate supervision as well as label supervision
using a larger amount of fully-annotated data, while FSKD
only estimates parameters of the added 1×1 conv-layer with
few unlabeled samples. Experiments verify that FSKD is
not only more efﬁcient but also more accurate than FitNets.
Learning with few samples has been extensively studied under the concept of one-shot or few-shot learning. One
category of methods directly model few-shot samples with
generative models [8, 22, 5, 3], while most others study the
problem under the notion of transfer learning [2, 30]. In
the latter category, meta-learning methods [34, 9] solve the
problem in a learning-to-learn fashion, which has been recently gaining momentum due to their application versatility. Most studies are devoted to the image classiﬁcation
task, while it is still less-explored for knowledge distillation
from few samples. Recently, some works tried to address
this problem. [20] constructs pseudo-examples using the inducing point method and develops a complicated algorithm
to optimize the model and pseudo-examples alternatively.
[26] records per-layer meta-data for the teacher-net in order to reconstruct a training set, and then adopts a standard
training procedure to obtain the student-net. Both are very
costly due to the complicated and heavy training procedure.
On the contrary, we aim for an efﬁcient solution for knowledge distillation from few unlabeled samples.

3. Method
3.1. Overview
Our FSKD method consists of three steps as shown in
Figure 1. First, we obtain a student-net either by pruning
or by decomposing the teacher-net. Second, we add a 1×1
conv-layer at the end of each block of the student-net and
align the block-level outputs between teacher and student by
estimating the parameters of the added layer from few unlabeled samples. Third, we merge the added 1×1 conv-layer
into the previous conv-layer so that it will not introduce extra parameters and computation cost into the student-net.

Algorithm 1 Block-coordinate descent algorithm for FSKD
input Student-net s, teacher-net t, input data {Xi }N
i=1 ,
number of aligned blocks M , number of iterations T
1: for k = 1 : T do
2:
Random ﬂip input dataset to obtain {Xi′ }N
i=1 ;
3:
for j = 1 : M do
4:
Feed {Xi′ }N
i=1 to the end of the j-th block of t, obtain
t
response {Xij
};
′ N
5:
Feed {Xi }i=1 to the end of the j-th block of s, obtain
s
response {Xij
};
6:
Add 1×1 conv-layer with tensor Qj to the end of j-th
block of s;
7:
Solve Qj with least-square regression based on Equation 1;
8:
Merge Qj into previous conv-layer Lj with tensor Wj to
obtain new tensor Wj′ based on Theorem 1 for studentnet;
9:
Update the j-th block of s, to obtain s′ ;
10:
s = s′ ;
11:
end for
12: end for
′
output Merged conv-layers {Wj′ }M
j=1 , updated student-net s ;

Three reasons make the idea works efﬁciently. First,
the compressed student-net inherits partial representation
power from the teacher network, so adding 1×1 conv-layer
is enough to calibrate the student-net and restore the accuracy. Second, the 1×1 conv-layers have relatively fewer parameters, which do not require too many data for the estimation. Third, the block-level output from teacher-net provides rich information as shown in FitNet [31]. Below, we
will ﬁrst describe our algorithm for block-level output alignment, and then prove why the added 1×1 conv-layer can be
merged into the previous conv-layer.

3.2. Block-level Alignment
In this section, we provide details of our block-level output alignment algorithm. Suppose X s , X t ∈ Rno ×d are the
block-level output in matrix form for the student-net and
teacher-net respectively, where d is the per-channel feature
map resolution size. We add a 1×1 conv-layer Q at the end
of each block of student-net before non-linear activation.
As Q is degraded to the matrix form, it can be estimated
with least squared regression as
Q∗ = arg min
Q

N

i=1

Q ∗ Xsi − Xit ,

(1)

where N is the number of label-free samples used, and “*”
means matrix product. The number of parameters of Q is
no × no , where no is the number of output channels in the
block, which is usually not too large so that we can estimate
Q with a limited number of samples.
Suppose there are M corresponding blocks in the
teacher-net and the student-net required to align, to achieve
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our goal, we need minimize the following loss function
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M N
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t
Qj ∗ Xij
− Xij
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where Qj is the tensor for the added 1×1 conv-layer of the
j -th block. In practice, we optimize this loss with a blockcoordinate descent (BCD) algorithm [35], which greedily
handles each of the M blocks in the student-net sequentially as shown in Algorithm-1 (FSKD-BCD). We can also
minimize this loss using standard SGD on all added parameters (FSKD-SGD). However, FSKD-BCD has the following advantages over FSKD-SGD: (1) The BCD algorithm
processes each block greedily with a sequential update rule,
and each Q can be solved with the same set of few samples
by aligning the block-level responses between teacher-net
and student-net, while standard SGD considers {Qj } all together which theoretically requires more data. (2) The BCD
algorithm is much more efﬁcient, which can be usually done
in less than a minute.
Unless otherwise noted, we use the FSKD-BCD algorithm with one iteration in our experiments. Appendix-A
evaluates FSKD with more BCD iterations. Appendix-B
makes a comparison between FSKD-BCD and FSKD-SGD.
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Figure 2: Illustration of FSKD on ﬁlter pruning and network slimming. At each block, we copy weights of the unpruned part in
teacher-net to student-net, and align the feature maps of studentnet to those unpruned feature maps of teacher-net by adding a 1×1
conv-layer (red-color) with L2-loss. The added 1×1 layer can be
merged into the previous conv-layer in student-net.

the merged convolution tensor W′ has the same parameters and computation cost as W, i.e. both W′ , W ∈
Rno ×ni ×k×k .
This condition is required not only for ensuring the same
parameter size and computing cost, but also for ensuring
the output-size of current layer matching to the input-size
of next layer so that these two layers are connectable.

3.3. Mergeable 1×1 conv-layer

4. Experiments

Now we prove that the added 1x1 conv-layer can be
merged into the previous conv-layer without introducing additional parameters and computation cost during inference.

We perform extensive experiments on different image
classiﬁcation datasets to verify the effectiveness of FSKD
on various student-net construction methods and its advantages over existing distillation methods in terms of both accuracy and speed. Student-nets can be obtained either by
pruning based methods such as ﬁlter pruning [23] and network slimming [25], or by decomposition-based methods
such as network decoupling [10]. We implement the code
with PyTorch, and conduct experiments on a desktop PC
with Intel i7-7700K CPU and one NVidia 1080TI GPU. The
code will be made publicly available. For all experiments,
the results are averaged over 5 trials of different randomly
selected images.

Theorem 1. A pointwise convolution with tensor Q ∈
′
′
Rno ×ni ×1×1 can be merged into the previous convolution
layer with tensor W ∈ Rno ×ni ×k×k to obtain the merged
tensor W′ = Q ◦ W, where ◦ is merging operator and
′
W′ ∈ Rno ×ni ×k×k if the following conditions are satisﬁed.
c1. The output channel number of W equals to the input
channel number of Q, i.e., no = n′i .
c2. No non-linear activation layer like ReLU [29] between
W and Q.
The pointwise convolution can be viewed as a linear
combination of the kernels in the previous convolution
layer. Due to the space limitation, we put the formal proof
and the detailed form of the merging operator in AppendixC. The number of output channels of W′ is n′o , which is
different from that of W (i.e., no ). It is easy to have the
following corollary.
Corollary 1. When the following condition is satisﬁed,
c3. the number of input and output channels of Q equals
to the number of output channel of W, i.e., n′i = n′o =
no , Q ∈ Rno ×no ×1×1 ,

4.1. Student-net from Pruning teacher-net
Filter Pruning
We ﬁrst obtain the student-nets using the ﬁlter pruning
method [23], which prunes out conv-ﬁlters according to the
L1 norm of their weights. The L1 norm of ﬁlter weights
are sorted and the smallest portion of ﬁlters will be pruned
to reduce the number of ﬁlter-channels in a conv-layer. Figure 2 illustrates how FSKD works for block-level alignment
in this case. Note that the number of channels in teacher-net
may be different from that in student-net. However, we only
match the un-pruned part of feature-maps in teacher-net to
the feature maps in the student-net so that FSKD is applicable in this case.
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Acc. (%) #Samples Time (sec)
VGG-16
92.66
50000
Prune-A + FSKD
92.37±0.24
100
4.8
Prune-A + FitNet
91.23±0.41
100
48.5
Prune-A + FSKD
92.46±0.15
500
25.5
Prune-A + FitNet
92.13±0.35
500
139.2
Prune-A + Fine-tuning
90.25±0.67
500
40.4
Prune-A + Full ﬁne-tuning 92.54±0.33
50000
1059.6
Prune-B + FSKD
90.17±0.31
100
3.7
Prune-B + FitNet
88.76±0.51
100
60.1
Prune-B + FSKD
91.21±0.23
500
19.3
Prune-B + FitNet
90.68±0.47
500
157.1
Prune-B + Fine-tuning
83.36±0.89
500
50.3
Prune-B + Full ﬁne-tuning 91.53±0.37
50000
1753.4
Prune-C + FSKD
89.55±0.35
100
7.4
Prune-C + FitNet
85.09±0.75
100
71.3
Prune-C + FSKD
90.41±0.31
500
33.5
Prune-C + FitNet
88.31±0.70
500
180.3
Prune-C + Fine-tuning
78.13±0.24
500
58.7
Prune-C + Full ﬁne-tuning 90.77±0.33
50000
2592.3

Table 2: Performance comparison between FitNet, ﬁne-tuning,
FSKD by student-nets from ﬁlter pruning [23] of VGG-16 with
pruning scheme A/B/C on CIFAR-10. “Full ﬁne-tuning” uses full
training data.

We make a comprehensive study of VGG-16 [32] on
CIFAR-10 dataset to evaluate the performance of FSKD
along with three different pruning settings. First, we follow the original pruning scheme of [23] and obtain PruneA. Second, we propose another more aggressive pruning
scheme named Prune-B, which prunes 10% more ﬁlters in
the aforementioned layers, and also pruned 20% ﬁlters for
the remaining layers. Third, since previous works show that
one time extremely pruning may yield the pruned network
unable to recovery from ﬁne-tuning, while the iteratively
pruning and ﬁne-tuning procedure is observed effective to
obtain extreme model compression [11, 23, 25], we propose Prune-C which iteratively runs the pruning and FSKD
procedure as described in Appendix-D for 2 iterations to
achieve higher compression rate. Table 1 lists the accuracy,
FLOPs and #parameter information for three student-nets
obtained by these pruning schemes.
For the few-sample setting, we randomly select 100 (10
for each category) and 500 (50 for each category) images
from the CIFAR-10 training set, and keep them ﬁxed in all
experiments. We evaluate 5 different randomly-selected im-
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Figure 3: Accuracy vs #samples on CIFAR-10. Student-net PruneA (left) Prune-B (right) by ﬁlter pruning [23].
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Table 1: Prune-A/B/C by ﬁlter pruning of VGG-16 on CIFAR-10
and their accuracy, FLOPs, #parameters, etc.
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Acc.(%) FLOPs(×108 ) Speedup #Param(×106 ) Pruned
92.66
3.11
1.00×
15
85.42
2.06
1.51×
5.3
64%
1.33
2.34×
3.4
77%
47.90
13.05
1.09
2.85×
1.8
88%
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Figure 4: Left: Layer-level output correlation between teacher-net
and student-net before and after FSKD on student-nets (Prune-A)
by ﬁlter pruning [23]. Right: Accuracy change during sequentially block-level alignment.

age set and report the mean and std of accuracy. Table 2 lists
the results of different methods of recovering a pruned network, including FitNet [31], ﬁne-tuning with limited data
and full training data [23].
As shown in Table 2, our method is much more efﬁcient
and provides better accuracy recovery than both FitNet and
the ﬁne-tuning procedure adopted in [23], and also more robust with a different set of selected images. For instance, for
Prune-B with only 500 samples, our method can recover the
accuracy from 47.9% to 91.2% in 19.3s, while FitNet has
to take 157.1s to recover the accuracy to 90.7%, and fewsample ﬁne-tuning can only recover the accuracy to 83.4%.
When full training set available, it takes about 30 minutes
for full ﬁne-tuning to reach similar accuracy as FSKD. This
demonstrates the big advantages of FSKD over full ﬁnetuning based solutions.
Figure 3 further studies the performance versus different amount of training samples. Our method keeps outperforming FitNet under the same training samples. In particular, FitNet experiences a noticeable accuracy drop when the
number of samples is less than 100, while FSKD can still
recover the accuracy of the pruned network to a high level.
We further illustrate the per-layer (block) feature responses difference between teacher-net and student-net before and after using FSKD in Figure 4(a). Before applying
FSKD, the correlation between teacher-net and student-net
is broken due to aggressive compression. However, after
FSKD, the per-layer correlations are mostly restored. This
veriﬁes the ability of FSKD for recovering lost informa14643

Filter-prune-ratio & Method
VGG-19
70% + FSKD
70% + FitNet
70% + Fine-tuning
ResNet-164
60% + FSKD
60% + FitNet
60% + Fine-tuning
DenseNet-40
60% + FSKD
60% + FitNet
60% + Fine-tuning

Acc. before(%)
93.38
15.90
15.90
15.90
95.07
54.46
54.46
54.46
94.18
88.24
88.24
88.24

FLOPs(×108 )
7.97
3.91
3.91
3.91
4.99
2.75
2.75
2.75
5.33
2.89
2.89
2.89

Acc. after(%)
93.41±0.23
90.47±0.57
62.86±2.85
94.19±0.21
88.94±0.66
60.94±3.12
93.62±0.09
91.37±0.17
88.98±0.79

Speedup
1.00×
2.04×
2.04×
2.04×
1.00×
1.82×
1.82×
1.82×
1.00×
1.84×
1.84×
1.84×

#Param(×106 )
20
2.2
2.2
2.2
1.7
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
0.5
0.5
0.5

Pruned
89%
89%
89%
37%
37%
37%
54%
54%
54%

Table 3: Performance comparison between FSKD, FitNet and ﬁne-tuning on different network structures obtained by network slimming
[25] with 100 samples randomly selected from CIFAR-10 training set.

Filter-prune-ratio & Method
VGG-19
50% + FSKD
50% + FitNet
50% + Fine-tuning
ResNet-164
40% + FSKD
40% + FitNet
40% + Fine-tuning
DenseNet-40
40% + FSKD
40% + FitNet
40% + Fine-tuning

Acc. before(%)
72.08
9.24
9.24
9.24
76.56
46.07
46.07
46.07
73.21
60.62
60.62
60.62

FLOPs(×108 )
7.97
5.01
5.01
5.01
5.00
3.33
3.33
3.33
5.33
3.71
3.71
3.71

Acc. after(%)
71.98±0.15
69.52±0.43
48.75±2.86
76.11±0.13
73.87±0.45
57.45±1.94
73.26±0.07
71.08±0.33
62.36±0.97

Speedup
1.00×
1.60×
1.60×
1.60×
1.00×
1.50×
1.50×
1.50×
1.00×
1.44×
1.44×
1.44×

#Param(×106 )
20
5.0
5.0
5.0
1.7
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.1
0.71
0.71
0.71

Pruned
75%
75%
75%
14%
14%
14%
36%
36%
36%

Table 4: Performance comparison between FSKD, FitNet and ﬁne-tuning on different network structures obtained by network slimming
[25] with 500 samples randomly selected from CIFAR-100 training set.

tion. We also show the accuracy change during sequentially
block-level alignment in Figure 4(b), which clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of our sequentially block-by-block
update in the FSKD algorithm.
Network Slimming
We then study the student-net from another ﬁlter pruning
method named network slimming [25], which removes insigniﬁcant ﬁlter channels and corresponding feature maps
using sparsiﬁed channel scaling factors. Network slimming
consists of three steps: sparse regularized training, pruning
and ﬁne-tuning. Here, we replace the time-consuming ﬁnetuning step with our FSKD, and follow the original paper
[25] to conduct experiments to prune different networks on
different datasets. The alignment framework is the same as
the ﬁlter pruning case as shown in Figure 2.
We apply FSKD on networks pruned from VGG-19,
ResNet-164, and DenseNet-40 [16], on both CIFAR-10 and
CIFAR-100 datasets. Table 3 lists results on CIFAR-10,
while Table 4 lists results on CIFAR-100. Note that the

ﬁlter-prune-ratio (like 70% in Table 3) means the portion of
ﬁlters that are removed in comparison to the total number
of ﬁlters in the network. We also apply FSKD on networks
pruned from VGG-A (or VGG-11) on ImageNet dataset, as
shown in Table 5.
The results show that that FSKD consistently outperforms FitNet and ﬁne-tuning with a notable margin under the few-sample setting on all evaluated networks and
datasets. This study demonstrates that FSKD is universally
applicable to various network structure and pruning methods, and can recover the accuracy of the pruned network using few unlabeled samples to the same level of ﬁne-tuning
using fully annotated training dataset.

4.2. Student-net from Decomposing teacher-net
In this section, we apply FSKD on a decompositionbased method called network decoupling [10], which can
decompose a regular convolution layer into the sum of several depth-wise separable blocks, where each such block
consists of a depth-wise (DW) conv-layer and a point-wise
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Filter-prune-ratio & Method
VGG-A
50% + FSKD
50% + FitNet
50% + Fine-tuning

Acc. before(%)
63.3
13.8
13.8
13.8

Acc. after(%)
62.5±0.2
58.3±0.4
19.2±3.5

GFLOPs
7.74
5.41
5.41
5.41

Speedup
1.00×
1.43×
1.43×
1.43×

#Param(×106 )
132.9
23.2
23.2
23.2

Pruned
83%
83%
83%

Table 5: Performance comparison between FSKD, FitNet and ﬁne-tuning on VGG-A (VGG-11) network structures obtained by network
slimming [25] with 1000 samples randomly selected from ImageNet training set.

VGG-16 (teacher)
Decoupled (T = 2) + FSKD
Decoupled (T = 3) + FSKD
Decoupled (T = 4) + FSKD
ResNet-18 (teacher)
Decoupled (T = 2) + FSKD
Decoupled (T = 3) + FSKD
Decoupled (T = 4) + FSKD
Decoupled (T = 5) + FSKD

Acc. before(%)
68.4
0.24
1.57
54.6
67.1
0.21
3.99
26.5
53.6

Acc. after (%)
62.7±0.2
67.1±0.1
67.6±0.1
49.5±0.5
61.9±0.3
65.1±0.1
66.3±0.1

GFLOPs
15.47
3.76
5.54
7.31
1.83
0.55
0.75
0.95
1.15

Speedup
1.00×
4.11×
2.79×
2.12×
1.00×
3.33×
2.44×
1.92×
1.60×

#Param∗ (×106 )
14.71
3.35
5.02
6.69
11.17
2.69
3.95
5.20
6.46

Pruned
77.2%
65.8%
54.5%
75.9%
64.6%
53.4%
42.2%

Table 6: Performance of FSKD on different student-nets obtained by network decoupling [10] VGG-16 and ResNet-18 with different
parameters T on ImageNet dataset. “∗” here means that parameters from FC-layer are not counted, only those from conv-layers are
counted, since decoupling only handles the conv-layers.

teacher-net

Conv: W∈Rn×m×3×3
Decoupling
L2-loss

3x3
3x3

student-net

1x1

…...

1x1

3x3

DW

PW

Added 1x1

Figure 5: Illustration of FSKD on network decoupling. At each
block of teacher-net, we decouple regular-conv into a sum of
depthwise + pointwise conv-layers as the block of student-net,
and align the feature maps of student-net to that of teacher-net by
adding a 1×1 conv-layer (red-color) with L2-loss. The added layer
can be merged into previous the pointwise layer in student-net.

(PW, 1×1) conv-layer. The compression ratio increases as
the number (T ) of such blocks decreases, but the accuracy
of the compressed model will also drop. Since each decoupled block ends with a 1×1 convolution, we can apply
FSKD at the end of each decoupled block. Figure 5 illustrates how FSKD works for block-level alignment in this
case.
Following [10], we obtain student-nets by decoupling
VGG-16 and ResNet-18 pre-trained on ImageNet with different T values. We evaluate the resulted network performance on the validation set of the ImageNet classiﬁcation
task. We randomly select one image from each of the 1000
classes in ImageNet training set to obtain 1000 samples as

our FSKD training set. Table 6 shows the top-1 accuracy
of student-net before and after applying FSKD on VGG-16
and ResNet-18.
It is quite interesting to see that when T is small, we
can recover the accuracy of student-net from nearly random guess (0.24%, 0.21%) to a much higher level (62.7%
and 49.5%) with only 1000 samples. One possible explanation is that the highly-compressed networks still inherit
some representation power from the teacher-net i.e., the
depth-wise 3×3 convolution, while lacking the ability to
output meaningful predictions due to the degraded and inaccurate 1×1 convolution. The FSKD calibrates the 1×1
convolution by aligning the block-level responses between
teacher-net and student-net so that the lost information in
1×1 convolution is compensated, and reasonable recovery
is achieved.
In all the other cases, FSKD can recover the accuracy
of a highly-compressed network to be comparable with the
original network. This shows that FSKD can be applied to
student-net compressed by network decomposition, and that
FSKD can achieve great performance on large and difﬁcult
dataset such as ImageNet.

5. Analysis and Discussion
FSKD with Arbitrary Data
In this section, we try to answer the following question: is
FSKD totally label-free? For example, is FSKD still valid
if the available few samples are arbitrary images and the
teacher network never sees these images before? To answer
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VGG-16
Prune-B + FSKD
Prune-B + FSKD
Prune-B + FSKD
Prune-B + FSKD

Acc. (%)
92.66
90.17±0.31
90.15±0.31
91.21±0.23
91.20±0.25

#Samples
50000 (CIFAR-10)
100 (CIFAR-10)
100 (CIFAR-100)
500 (CIFAR-10)
500 (CIFAR-100)

Table 7: Performance comparison between FSKD using samples
from CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. Student-nets from ﬁlter pruning [23] of VGG-16 with pruning scheme B on CIFAR-10.

this question, we evaluate FSKD’s performance on VGG16 model trained on CIFAR-10 and compressed using ﬁlter
pruning (prune-B), with the few samples for FSKD are randomly selected from CIFAR-100 instead of CIFAR-10.
As shown in Table 7, there is no statistical difference
in accuracy between FSKD using data from CIFAR-10 or
CIFAR-100. This shows that FSKD aligns the student-net
with the teacher-net without any information about the labels of the data. Even if the input images are of classes it has
never seen before (CIFAR-100 does not include classes in
CIFAR-10), FSKD can still recover the student network to
the same accuracy level. This further demonstrates FSKD’s
potential in situations where only a few samples of unlabeled data are available.
What if student-nets are hand-designed?
Our previous experiments construct student-nets by pruning or decomposing teacher-net, and then apply FSKD to
boost their performance. People may be interested in the
problem “what if student-nets are hand-designed with random initialization”. In fact, there are two existing works
[20, 26] making some pioneer trials on this topic with speciﬁc methods for “pseudo” examples generation. Here we
conduct experiments to compare our method to these two
methods under the same few-sample setting on the same
dataset MNIST, for a fair comparison.
Due to different network structures used in these two
methods, we make a separate comparison. For [20], the
teacher-net has 3 conv-layers followed by 2 fully-connected
layers. For [26], the teacher-net is a standard LeNet-5. For
both cases, the student-net is the “half-sized” to that of the
corresponding teacher-net in terms of the number of feature
map channels per conv-layers. As the channel number between student-net and teacher-net is different, we adopt the
same strategy as in Figure 2 for ﬁlter pruning. That means,
the student-net only corresponds to the un-pruned part of
the teacher-net, which is obtained the same as [23]. One difference is that we did not copy the weight from un-pruned
part of teacher-net to the student-net, while keeping the
weight of student-net randomly initialized. For both cases,
we compared our FSKD with (1) standard SGD trained on
few samples with labeled loss; (2) method from [20] or [26]
under the same setting; (3) the FitNet method trained on few

#labeled data 10
20
50 100 200 all-meta-data
SGD
37.91 46.0 66.0 78.3 86.7
[20]
44.1 53.9 70.4 80.0 86.6
FitNet
86.1 92.3 94.5 96.0 96.5
FSKD
94.4 96.5 97.0 97.5 97.8
SGD
57.1 68.3 81.3 85.8 89.7
92.5
[26]
FitNet
90.3 94.2 96.1 96.7 97.3
FSKD
95.5 97.2 97.6 98.0 98.1
Table 8: Performance of FSKD on hand designed student-nets
with random initialization, compared with previous works [20,
26].

samples. In order to better simulate the few-sample setting,
we do not apply data augmentation to the training set. We
randomly pick 10, 20, 50, 100 and 200 samples from the
MNIST training set and keep these few-sample sets ﬁxed
across this study. Table 8 lists the comparison results. It
shows that SGD with few samples performs the worst, while
[20] performs better on the same settings than SGD (still
worse in the case of 200 samples). The data-free method
[26] performs better than SGD. On both cases, FitNet shows
much better performance than SGD and the two compared
methods, while our FSKD further outperform FitNet with a
noticeable gap, where the gap becomes smaller and smaller
when the number of samples increases. This may be due to
the following reason. FSKD can be viewed as a special case
of FitNet. FitNet optimizes all the weights between teachernet and student-net using standard SGD algorithm, while
FSKD optimizes only the weights from added 1×1 convlayers in student-net with the BCD algorithm. The BCD algorithm is more sample-efﬁcient than the SGD based algorithm so that FSKD performs both much more efﬁcient and
accurate than FitNet on few-sample settings. When training
samples used are increased, FSKD will converge to FitNet
in the end.

6. Conclusion
We proposed a novel yet simple method, namely fewsample knowledge distillation (FSKD) for efﬁcient network compression, while “efﬁcient” lies in both training/processing efﬁciency and label-free sample efﬁciency.
FSKD works for student-nets constructed by either pruning or decomposing teacher-nets with different methods. It
demonstrates great efﬁciency over ﬁne-tuning based solution and advantages over traditional knowledge distillation
methods like FitNet by a large margin in the few-sample
setting, with extra merits that FSKD is totally label-free in
the optimization.
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